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Abstract. ADML is an architectural description language based on Dynamic
Description Logic for defining and simulating the behavior of system architecture. ADML is being developed as a new formal language and/or conceptual
model for representing the architectures of concurrent and distributed systems,
both hardware and software. ADML embraces dynamic change as a fundamental consideration, supports a broad class of adaptive changes at the architectural
level, and offers a uniform way to represent and reason about both static and
dynamic aspects of systems. Because the ADML is based on the Dynamic Description Logic DDL(SHON (D)), which can represent both dynamic semantics
and static semantics under a unified logical framework, architectural ontology
entailment for the ADML languages can be reduced to knowledge base satisfiability in DDL(SHON (D)), and dynamic description logic algorithms and implementations can be used to provide reasoning services for ADML. In this article, we present the syntax of ADML, explain its underlying semantics using
the Dynamic Description Logic DDL(SHON (D)), and describe the core architecture description features of ADML.
Keywords: Architecture Description Languages, Knowledge Representation
and Reasoning, Software Architecture, Dynamic Description Logics, Dynamic
Adaptation
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Introduction

ADML is a promising Architecture Description Language (ADL) towards a full realization of the representing and reasoning about both static and dynamic aspects of
concurrent and distributed systems. Concurrent and distributed systems, both hard-

ware and software, can be understood as a world that changes over time. Entities that
act in the world (which can be anything from a monitor to some computer program)
can affect how the world is perceived by themselves or other entities at some specific
moment. At each point in time, the world is in one particular state that determines
how the world is perceived by the entities acting therein. We need to consider some
language (like the Architecture Dynamic Modeling Language, ADML) for describing
the properties of the world in a state. By means of well-defined change operations
named transition rules in ADML, transition rules can affect the world and modify its
current state. Such transition rules denote state transitions in all possible states of the
world.
In this paper we describe the main features of ADML, its rationale, and technical
innovations. ADML is based on the idea of representing an architecture as a dynamic
structure and supporting a broad class of adaptive changes at the architectural level.
However, simultaneously changing components, connectors, and topology in a reliable manner requires distinctive mechanisms and architectural formalisms. Many architecture description languages[1-4] are dynamic to some limited degree but few
embrace dynamic change as a fundamental consideration. ADML is being developed
as a way of representing dynamic architectures by expressing the possible change
operations in terms of the ADML constructors.
ADML can be viewed as syntactic variants of dynamic description logic. In particular, the formal semantics and reasoning in ADML use the DDL(SHON (D)) dynamic
description logic, extensions of description logics (DLs) [5] with a dynamic dimension [6-9]. So the main reasoning problem in ADML can be reduced to knowledge
base (KB) satisfiability in the DDL(SHON (D)). This is a significant result from both
a theoretical and a practical perspective: it demonstrates that computing architectural
ontology entailment in ADML has the same complexity as computing knowledge
base satisfiability in DDL(SHON (D)), and that dynamic description logic algorithms
and implementations can be used to provide reasoning services for ADML.
In the following sections, we firstly present an overview of the capabilities of
ADML in Section 2. It covers the basic language features and includes a few small
examples. Furthermore, we demonstrate the descriptions of transition rules can be
formalized as actions in the DDL(SHON (D)). In Section 3, we summarize basic
ADML syntax with an overview of ADML semantics. We show that the main reasoning problem in ADML can be reduced to knowledge base (KB) satisfiability in the
DDL(SHON (D)) dynamic description logic. Finally, we summarize the paper in Section 4.
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An Overview of Adml

ADML is intended as a new formal language and/or conceptual model for describing
the architecture of a system. ADML is built on a core ontology of six types of entities
for architectural representation: components, connectors, systems, ports, roles, and
behaviors. These are illustrated in Figure 1 and Table 1. Of the six types, the most
basic elements of architectural description are components, connectors, systems, and

behaviors. It's important to recognize that ADML is based on the idea of representing
an architecture as a dynamic structure. In other words, ADML may also be used as a
way of representing reconfigurable architectures by expressing the possible reconfigurations in terms of the ADML structures (like behaviors). For example, an architectural model might include behaviors that describe components that may be added at
run-time and how to attach them to the current system.
2.1

ADML design element types

As a simple illustrative example, Figure 1 shows the architectural model of a secure
wireless remote-access infrastructure, which is represented as a graph of interacting
components. Nodes in the graph are termed components, which represent the primary
computational elements and data stores of the system. Typical examples of components include such things as terminals, gateways, filters, objects, blackboards, databases, and user interfaces. Arcs are termed connectors, and represent communication
glue that captures the nature of an interaction between components. Examples of connectors include simple forms of interaction, such as data flow channel (e.g., a Pipe), a
synchronous procedure call, and a particular protocol (like HTTP). Table 1 contains
an ADML description of the architecture of Figure 1. In the software architecture
illustrated in Table 1, the secure access gateway (SAG), and the wireless terminal are
components. The component exposes its functionality through its ports, which
represents a point of contact between the component and its environment. The wireless terminal component is declared to have a single send-request port, and the SAG
has a single receive-request port. The connector includes the network connections
between the wireless terminal and the SAG. A connector includes a set of interfaces
in the form of roles, which may be seen as an interface to a communication channel.
The rpc connector has two roles designated caller and callee. The topology of this
system is defined by listing a set of attachments, each of which represents an interaction between a port and some role of a connector.

Fig. 1. Elements of an ADML Description

Table 1. The architectural model in ADML
Element Axioms
Element(System complete Thing restriction
(hasComp minCardinality (1))) ;

Facts
Individual( sys type (System));
Individual( term type (Comp));
Individual( SAG type (Comp));
Individual( send-request type (Port));
Individual( receive-request type
Element(Comp comObjectProperty( hasPort (Port));
plete Thing unionOf
domain(Comp)
Individual( caller type (Role));
(restriction (hasPort
range(Port));
Individual( callee type (Role));
minCardinality (1))
Individual( sys value(hasComp
restriction (hasComp
ObjectProperty( hasRole term));
minCardinality (1))));
domain(Connector)
Individual( sys value(hasComp
range(Role));
SAG));
Element(Connector
Individual( sys value(hasConnector
complete Thing restric- DatatypeProperrpc));
tion (hasRole minCarty(Heuristic doIndividual( term value(hasPort senddinality (2)));
main(Connector)
request));
range(Float));
Individual( SAG value(hasPort receive-request));
ObjectProperty( attached Individual( rpc value(hasRole calldomain(Port)
er));
range(Role));
Individual( rpc value(hasRole callee));
Individual( rpc value(Heuristic expectedLatency));
Individual( send-request value(attached caller));
Individual( receive-request value(attached callee));

2.2

Property Axioms
ObjectProperty( hasComp domain(unionOf
(System Comp))
range(Comp));

Components

A component provides an abstract definition of externally visible behavior—i.e., the
behavior that is visible to, and may be observed by, a system containing the component. A component defines
1) the ports which may be used to represent what is traditionally thought of as an
interface: a set of operations available on a component.
2) its states and state transitions.
The syntax structure of components is outlined in Figure 2. Many features are
omitted from this overview.
A component declares sets of port constituents. Those port constituents are visible
to the system. Other components of the system can be wired up (by connectors) to
those port constituents. Thus communication between components is defined by the
ports.
A component must provide the objects and functions named in the port constituents. Thus, for example, other components can be connected to call its provided

type_declaration ::=
type identifier is component_expression ';'
component_expression ::=
component
{component_constituent}
end [component]
component_constituent : :=
{ port_declaration}
| behavior
[declaration_list]
begin
{ state_transition_rule }

declaration_list : := ADML facts - see Section 3
state_transition_rule : :=
Transition '(< ' trigger ', ' transition_body '>) ' '; ; '
trigger ::= pattern - see Section 2.3
pattern ::= ADML axioms- see Section 3
transition_body : := {state assignment}
[ restricted_pattern ]

port_declaration : := Port name '= {'
{property_declaration;}
{representation_declaration;}
'}'

Fig. 2. Outline of component syntax

functions. Conversely, a component may call its requires functions and assume they
are connected to call provided functions of other components. Connectors between
required and provided functions define synchronous communication.
A component specifies the types of events it can observe and generate by declaring, respectively, in and out ports. Connectors in the system can call the in ports of a
component, thus generating in events which the component can observe; conversely,
the component can call its out ports, thereby generating events which the system can
observe. Thus connectors define asynchronous communication between components.
A component optionally contains a behavior which consists of a set of objects,
functions, and transition rules. The set of objects, functions is described as ADML
facts (see Section 3). Facts declared in a component model state. Transition rules
model how the component react to patterns of observed events by changing its states
and generating events. The behavior of a component in a system is constrained to be
consistent with the component’s behavior.
A component observes in events from the system. It reacts by executing its transition rules and generating out events which are sent to other components. A component observes calls to its provides functions; the component must declare functions in
its behavior that are executed in response to these calls. When a component calls its
requires functions it depends upon the system to connect those calls to provides functions in other components.
2.3

Transition rules

One of the key ingredients of the behaviors in a component is a set of transition rules
that model how the component react to patterns of observed events by changing their
states and generating events. A state transition rule has two parts, a trigger and a
body. A trigger is an event pattern (a finite set of facts). A body is an optional set of
state assignments followed by a restricted pattern which describes a finite set of facts.

In our description frameworks for transition rules, functional descriptions are essentially the state-based and use at least pre-state and post-state constraints to characterize intended executions of a transition rule. On the basis of the above consideration,
we give some formal definitions related to transition rules:
Definition. 1(Atomic transition rules) An atomic transition rule is a tuple Transition(t)= Transition(<trigger, transition_body>)= Transition(<Pre, Effects>), where Pre
is a finite set of facts specifying the preconditions for the execution of t; and Effects is
a finite set of facts holding in the newly-reached world by the transition rule’s execution. A function body is treated as if it was a transition rule that is triggered by a function call; function calls are treated as events.
A close observation on the state transition rule reveals some resemblance between
transition rules and DDL(SHON (D)) actions. As mentioned in [9-12], the formulas in
both Pre and Effects are conferred with well-defined semantics encoded in some
TBox, which specifies the domain constraints in consideration.
The execution semantics of transition rules are as follows. If any of the preconditions of the transition rules are satisfied, the process of arbitrarily choosing one of the
transition rules, executing its rule body is repeated until none of the preconditions are
satisfied.
Executing a rule body consists of changing the state of the behavior part (by calling
operations of facts declared there), generating new events defined by the instance of
the restricted pattern, and adding the new events to the execution of the system.
Composite transition rules are constructed from atomic transition rules with the
help of classic constructors in ADML. Both atomic and composite transition rules are
transition rules:
Definition. 2(Transition rules) Transition rules are built up with the following
rule:
ti, tj ::= Transition(t) | Transition(ti test) | choiceOf(ti tj) | sequenceOf(ti tj) |
Transition(ti iteration), where t is an atomic transition rule; ti, tj denote transition rules.
We name sequenceOf(ti tj), choiceOf(ti tj), Transition(ti iteration) and Transition(ti
test) as sequence, choice, iteration and test transition rules, respctively.
Remark: Note that test Transition(ti test) is used to check the executability of the
transition rules, which can be reduced to the satifiablity-checking of preconditions of
the component transition rules. Test transition rules' execution effects no changes to
the world.
ADML is a promising Architecture Description Language (ADL) towards a full
realization of the representing and reasoning about both static knowledge and dynamic knowledge in concurrent and distributed systems. In addition to the features inherited from SHON (D), i.e., expressive power in static knowledge representation and
decidability in reasoning, DDL(SHON (D)) still employs actions to capture functionalities of transition rules. Hence it is intuitive to model transition rules by actions in
DDL(SHON (D)). As demonstrated in this section, the functionalities of transition
rules can be semantically transformed into actions in DDL(SHON (D)) by a proper
domain ontology (TBox). As a result, all kinds of reasoning tasks concerning the
functionalities of transition rules thus can be reduced to the reasoning about actions in
DDL(SHON (D)).
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Adml as the DDL(SHON (D)) Dynamic Description Logic

ADML is very close to the DDL(SHON (D)) Dynamic Description Logic which is
itself an extension of the SHON (D) Description Logic [5] (extended with a dynamic
dimension[6,9]). ADML can form descriptions of components, connectors, and systems using some constructs. Given the limited space available, in this article I will not
delve into the details of the ADML syntax. ADML axioms, facts, and transition rules
are summarized in Table 2 below. In this table the first column gives the ADML syntax for the construction, while the second column gives the DDL(SHON (D)) Dynamic Description Logic syntax.
Because ADML includes datatypes, the semantics for ADML is very similar to that
of Dynamic Description Logics that also incorporate datatypes, in particular
DDL(SHON (D)).
The specific meaning given to ADML is shown in the third column of Table 2. A
DDL(X) model is a tuple M = (W, T, ∆, I), where,
W is a set of states;
T : NA→2W×W is a function mapping action names into binary relations on W;
Δ is a non-empty domain;
I is a function which associates with each state w ∈ W a description logic interpretation I(w) =< ∆, ·I(w) >, where the mapping •I(w) assigns each concept to a subset of
∆, each role to a subset of ∆×∆, and each individual to an element of ∆.
What makes ADML an architecture description language for concurrent and distributed systems, is not only its semantics, which are quite standard for a dynamic description logic, but also the use of transition rules for changes at the architectural level, the use of datatypes for data values, and the ability to use that dynamic description
logic algorithms and implementations to provide reasoning services for ADML.
Table 2. ADML axioms, facts, and transition rules
ADML Syntax

DDL Syntax

Semantics

Element( A partial C1 ... Cn)

A ⊑ C1 ⊓... ⊓Cn

A I ⊆ C1 ∩... ∩ Cn

Element( A complete C1 ... Cn)

A = C1 ⊓... ⊓Cn

A = C1 ∩... ∩ Cn

SubElementOf (C1 C2)

C1 ⊑ C2

C1 ⊆ C2

EquivalentElements (C1 ... Cn)

C1 = ... = Cn

C1 = ... = Cn

DisjointElements (C1 ... Cn)

Ci ⊓ Cj= ⊥, i ≠ j

Ci ∩ Cj = φ, i ≠ j
I
D ⊆ ∆D

U ⊑ Ui

U ⊆ Ui

≥ 1 U ⊑ Ci

U ⊆ Ci ×∆D

┬ ⊑ ∀ U.Di

U ⊆ ∆×Di

Elements

Datatype(D)
Datatype Properties (U)
DatatypeProperty( U super(U1) ...
super(Un))
DatatypeProperty(U

do-

main(C1) ... domain(Cm))
DatatypeProperty(U range(D1) ...
range(Dl))

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

DatatypeProperty(U Functional)

┬ ⊑ ≤1U

U is functional

SubPropertyOf(U1 U2)

U1 ⊑ U2

U1 ⊆ U2

U1 = ... = Un

U1 = ... = Un

R ⊑ Ri

R ⊆ Ri

≥ 1 R ⊑ Ci

R ⊆ Ci ×∆

┬ ⊑ ∀ R.Ci

R ⊆ ∆×Ci

┬ ⊑ ≤1R

EquivalentProperties(U1 ... Un)
Object Properties
ObjectProperty( R super(R1) ...
super(Rn))
ObjectProperty(R domain(C1) ...
domain(Cm))
ObjectProperty(R

range(C1)

...

range(Cl))

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

ObjectProperty(R Transitive)

Tr(R)

R is functional
I
I +
R = (R )

SubPropertyOf(R1 R2)

R1 ⊑ R2

R1 ⊆ R2

R1 = ... = Rn

R1 = ... = Rn

o ∈ Ci

o I ∈ Ci I

<o, oi> ∈ Ri

< o I, o i I > ∈ Ri I

<o, vi>∈ Ui

< o I, vi I > ∈ Ui I

SameIndividual(o1... on)

o1= ... =on

o1 I = ... =on I

DifferentIndividual(o1... on)
negationOf (ϕ)

oi ≠ oj , i ≠ j
¬ϕ

o i I ≠ o j I, i ≠ j
(M,w)⊭ϕ

disjunctionOf (ϕ ϕ' ...)

ϕ∨ϕ’

(M,w) ⊨ϕ or (M,w) ⊨ψ

<π>ϕ

∃w'∈W.((w, w')∈T(π) and (M,w') ⊨ϕ )

ObjectProperty(R Functional)

EquivalentProperties(R1 ... Rn)
Annotation

I

I

I

I

AnnotationProperty(S)
Facts
Individual( o type(C1) ... type(Cn))
Individual( o value(R1 o1) ...
value(Rn on))
Individual( o value(U1 v1) ...
value(Un vn))

diamondAssertion(π ϕ)
Transition rules

T(α)= T(P, E)={ (w, w') | c (M,w)⊨ P,
d (M,w)⊨ ¬ϕ for every ϕ∈E, e
Transition(α )

α

(M,w’)⊨ E, fCI(w') = (CI(w) ∪ {uI |
C(u)∈E}) \ {uI | ¬C(u)∈E}, and gRI(w')
= (RI(w) ∪ {(uI, vI) | R(u, v)∈E }) \ {(uI,

Transition (ϕ test)

ϕ?

vI) | ¬R(u, v)∈E}. }
{(w, w) | w ∈ W and (M,w)⊨ϕ}

choiceOf (π π' ...)

π⋃π'

T(π)∪ T(π')

sequenceOf (π π' ...)

π ; π'

Transition (π iteration)

π*
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Summary and Outlook

{ (w, w') | ∃w''.(w, w'')∈T(π) and (w'',
w')∈ T(π') }
reflexive and transitive closure of T(π)

In this paper we presented ADML a new formal language and/or conceptual model
for representing system architectures. We described the main features of ADML, its
rationale, and technical innovations. By embracing transition rules into ADML,
ADML combine the static knowledge provided by the system requirements with the
dynamic descriptions of the computations provided by transition rules, and support
the representing and reasoning about both static knowledge and dynamic knowledge
in concurrent and distributed systems. ADML can be viewed as syntactic variants of
dynamic description logic DDL(SHON (D)). The functionalities of the transition rules
are abstracted by actions in DDL(SHON (D)), while the domain constraints, states,
and the overall system objectives are encoded in TBoxes, ABoxes and DL-formulas,
respectively. So the main reasoning problem in ADML can be reduced to knowledge
base (KB) satisfiability in the DDL(SHON (D)) dynamic description logic. Afterwards, dynamic description logic algorithms and implementations can be used to
provide reasoning services for ADML. ADML has evolved from several sources:1)
Rapide[13] (a concurrent event-based simulation language for defining and simulating
the behavior of system architectures.), 2) Acme[14] (a common representation for
software architectures), 3) DDL[6][9] (for event patterns and formal constraints on
concurrent behavior expressed in terms of description logics). While ADML is still
too new to tell whether it will succeed as a community-wide tool for architectural
development, we believe it is important to expose its language design and philosophy
to the broader software engineering community at this stage for feedback and critical
discussion.
In the future, we plan to investigate how we can leverage Distributed Dynamic Description Logics (D3Ls) to support a larger variety of heterogeneous systems with our
approach. Another issue for future work is the design of “practical” algorithms for
DDL(SHON (D)) reasoning.
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